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QUESTION 1

A Guardium administrator plans to use the Guardium Installation Manager (GIM) to install and upgrade agents. Where
should the administrator manually install the GIM client for the first time? 

A. Collector 

B. Aggregator 

C. Database server 

D. Central Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A Guardium administrator handles a large environment and has been asked to restore old data for auditors to review.
This old data needs to be restored so that it does not impact the current data being collected or any merge settings. In
order to keep the reports separate (old datavs current data), the administrator sets up an Investigation Center. 

Which is a key requirement for users of the Investigation Center? 

A. The user must be in one of the groups INV_1, INV_2, or INV_3 (case-sensitive). 

B. The users must login as one of the predefined user accounts INV_1, INV_2, orlNV_3 (case-sensitive). 

C. A separate user must be used with a role of either INV_1, INV_2, or INV_3 (case- sensitive). 

D. To correctly configure an investigation user, the user\\'s Last Name must be set to the name of one of the three
investigation databases, INV_1, INV_2, or INV_3 (case-sensitive). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A Guardium administrator needs to install and configure a physical appliance to ensure network redundancy. Which port
should the administrator use to configure IP teaming (bonding)? 

A. eth1 only 

B. eth2 only 

C. eth3 only 

D. any port 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator has a new standalone Guardium appliance that will be placed into production next week. The
appliance will monitor traffic from a number of databases with a high volume of traffic. The administrator needs to
configure the schedule to ensure the appliance internal database does not get full with incoming data. 

Which data management function does the administrator need to configure? 

A. Purge 

B. Data Export 

C. Data Restore 

D. System Backup 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A Guardium administrator is setting up a Collector schedule to export data to an Aggregator and Archive its data to an
Archive storage unit for additional data safety. 

Given this scenario, which is true regarding the purge schedule? 

A. The Archive and the Export have independent purge schedules but should not be run at the same time. 

B. The Guardium unit would run the Export and Archive before any purge, so you would only see the last purge run
each day. 

C. it would not be possible to configure both on a Collector, the Aggregator should do the archiving and only export from
the Collector. 

D. Any time that Data Export and Data Archive are both configured, the purge age must be greater than both the ageat
which to export and the ageat which to archive. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

AGuardium administrator must configure a policy to ignore all traffic from an application with a known client IP. Due to
the high amount of traffic from this application, performance of the S-TAP and sniffer is a concern. 

What action should the administrator use in the rule? 

A. Ignore Session 

B. ignore S-TAP Session 

C. ignore SQL per Session 

D. ignore Responses per Session 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

In a centrally managed environment, while executing the report \\'Enterprise Buffer Usage Monitor\\', a Guardium
administrator gets an empty report. Why is the report empty? 

A. Sniffers are not running on the Collectors. 

B. The report is not executed with a remote source on the Collector. 

C. The report is not executed with a remote source on the Aggregator. 

D. Correct custom table upload is not scheduled on the Central Manager. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator just installed the Guardium product using the Guardium ISO image. Which step must the administrator
perform as part of the initial set-up of the new appliance? 

A. Generate the GUI certificate request. 

B. Configure network settings on the appliance. 

C. Restart the sniffer process from the CLI command prompt. 

D. Obtain the passwords for the databases to be monitored by the appliance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

AGuardium administrator is checking the scheduled jobs exceptions report on a standalone Collector The 

following error is repeating every 15 minutes. 

java.lang.NumberFormatException: empty String 

The administrator also notices that the anomaly detection polling interval is 15 minutes. 

What should the administrator do next to contribute troubleshooting the problem? 

A. Pause all scheduled jobs and check if the exception comes back. 

B. identify the alert that is causing the problem by deactivating one alert at a time. 

C. Check in the alert builder to see which alerts have accumulation interval of 15 minutes. 

D. in the CLI run support must_gather aggjssues and send the file to IBM support. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A Guardium administrator manages portal user synchronization by using a Central Manager. 

When a change is made on the Central Manager such as, for example, adding a Guardium user to a Guardium group,
how long should be allowed for the update to be synced with the managed units in a fully working environment? 

A. 0minutes 

B. 15 minutes 

C. 30 minutes 

D. 60 minutes 

Correct Answer: D 
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